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Section Summary:
There are abundant sources of wind energy in New England, and the many
small wind projects that are currently operating, under construction, or permitted
demonstrate a commitment to wind. New England needs to diversify its fuel mix
from the current heavy dependence on natural gas (46% of electric power in 2010).
Wind offers the best chance to do this by generating renewable energy with no
harmful emissions at a commercial scale in New England within the next decade.
Commercial wind power within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts would have to
come mostly from offshore.
Tradeoffs that accompany wind energy are landscapes that include wind
turbines, devotion of large areas to wind farms, bird and bat mortality from collision
with turbines, need for a more sophisticated electric grid to integrate a highly
variable source of power and higher power costs until wind achieves economy of
scale.
History: (ref.1, 2)
By the 10th century or earlier, primitive windmills were working in Persia; and from
there, they spread throughout the Islamic world, to China and eventually to Europe.
In medieval Europe the nobility and Church jealously guarded their monopoly on
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grinding grain by controlling access to river and stream banks. In 12th century
Suffolk, a minor clergyman tried to circumvent the local abbot’s control by erecting
a windmill. The Abbott had Herbert’s mill destroyed; but “the cat was out of the
bag”, and windmills spread rapidly in England and Europe.
The recent history of wind has been dependent on government energy policy. The
first surge of wind development in 1980’s California was enabled by the Public
Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA) that forced utilities to buy power at
high “avoided costs” from small size generators of renewable power and by
generous state subsidies. Turbines came almost exclusively from the Danish
manufacturer, Vestas.
In the early 90’s the wind industry crashed owing to expiration of favorable
investment tax credits. The federal production (not investment) tax credit of the
Energy Policy Act of 1992 helped begin recovery. Turbine technology and reliability
improved dramatically as wind surged in Europe where the regulatory and tax
environment was particularly favorable. In contrast, during the period 1999‐2012
the US production tax credit has been extended 7 times and has lapsed 3 times. But
driven by state Renewable Portfolio Standards (Glossary p18) and the uncertain
federal tax credit, wind blossomed in the US. Between 2005 & 2009, installed
capacity grew at an average annual rate of 40%. The domestic wind industry has
matured, and General Electric is now the dominant provider of wind turbines to the
US market. However, impending expiration of the federal production tax credit on
31 Dec. 2012 has decreased wind investment substantially. (ref. 3)
Wind Energy in the US and New England:
Current US Commercial Wind Facilities:
As of 9/24/2012 installed nameplate (see glossary, p20) wind capacity was
49,802 MW, all onshore, with about 25% in Texas, Appendix VI (p18). This exceeds
installed solar capacity by a factor of 70. In the short‐term, wind will continue to
dominate new renewable energy in the US.
Rationale for wind energy in New England:
A 2010 study of wind integration with the New England power grid commissioned
by ISO New England, Final Report: New England Wind Integration Study, leads off
with the following statement. “The largescale use of wind power is becoming a norm
in many parts of the world. The increasing use of wind power is due to the emission
free electrical energy it can generate; the speed with which wind power plants can be
constructed; the generation fuel source diversity it adds to the resource mix; the long
term fuel cost certainty it possesses; and, in some instances, the costcompetitiveness of
modern utilityscale wind power. Emissionsfree generation helps meet environmental
goals, such as Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) and GHG (greenhouse gas)
control. Once the permitting process is complete, wind power plants can be
constructed in as little as six months, which facilitates financing and quick responses to
market signals. Wind power, with a fuel cost fixed at essentially zero, can contribute to
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fuel cost certainty, and would reduce New England’s dependence on natural gas.”
(ref.4, p1)
Abundant Wind Resources Exist in New England:
There are abundant wind energy resources in the US and in New England. The
December 2010 ISO‐New England Wind Integration Study (ref. 4. p2) reported the
following data. (See Appendix II for a map showing planned and active NE wind
projects as of 2010 from ref. 4.)
Wind Power in New England, 1 Oct. 2010:
• On‐line in the ISO‐NE system
270 MW
• In the ISO‐NE Generator interconnection queue 3,200 MW
o Onshore
2,100 MW
o Offshore
1,000 MW
• Total NE theoretical wind potential
215,000 MW
The queue is potential power and comprises projects that are in planning, permitted
or under construction. The 10‐year record suggests a 40% attrition rate. (Ref. 20)
The 215,000 MW figure (above) does not take account of local factors, political,
environmental etc. Thus, the developable resource is considerably smaller. For wind
projects in Massachusetts see Appendix I, p10.
Offshore wind resources:
In Massachusetts & Rhode Island, the best wind sites are offshore. Offshore wind is
generally stronger and steadier than onshore wind, and velocity decreases less near
the surface offshore. Turbine output (see “capacity factor” in the Glossary, Appendix
VIII, p19) is very sensitive to wind duration and especially velocity. For example, a
10% increase in wind velocity yields a 33% increase on power.
New England has some of the best offshore wind resources in the United States, (ref
5, pp55 &6). For detailed state maps see Ref. 6 Appendix B, pp 62, 66, 72 & 86. The
coasts of Massachusetts and Rhode Island offer shallow water sites with strong and
sustained wind. (Appendix II, p10)
The Deepwater II (1.0 GW) site in RI and Cape Wind (468 MW) in MA are the major
proposed offshore sites. Cape Wind is the only permitted facility, but it seems to face
an endless series of lawsuits (see below). The US Department of Interior BOEM is
pursuing designation of an extensive deepwater site south of Nantucket for wind
farm leases. (Ref. 6a)
“20% Wind Energy by 2030” (ref. 7), a study by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, offers a tabulation of offshore wind resources by region, Tables 4‐1 & 4‐
2 and state, Table 4‐3 (pp59, 60)
Advantages and Disadvantages of Wind Energy:
Advantages of Wind Energy:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Potential to be cost‐competitive with traditional technologies
Low lifecycle CO2 emissions, 8 to 20 g CO2eq/kWh (ref.8)
No emission of SOx, NOx, fly ash, mercury, particulates (ref. 9)
Known future energy cost, in contrast to fossil fuels like natural gas
Adds diversity to the New England fuel mix that was 46% natural gas in 2010
Requires no water in contrast to fossil fuel plants and some renewable
energy technologies like concentrating solar.
Plants can be constructed quickly once permitting is complete.
Wind turbines typically generate the energy used in their manufacture and
installation in about 6 months.

Disadvantages of Wind Energy:
• Power is variable, low reliability factor on the grid (Aggregating multiple
wind farms from widely separated locations can mitigate unfavorable
variability and predictability. See Appendix IV, p15)
• Wind, and thus power output, is difficult to forecast and may not
correlate with peak demand. It tends to peak at night and in the spring
and fall.
• Highly variable output will require investment in a more sophisticated
grid if large percentages of wind energy are added.
• Low “capacity factors” (see Glossary, p19)
• Location dependent ‐ The best resource can be far from demand and
require investment in new transmission lines.
• Electric power output cannot be stored.
• Wind power is diffuse, thus large areas are required to generate power.
(See Appendix III, p13 and immediately below)
• Bird & bat fatality (see detail below list)
• Turbine noise and optical flicker
• Some consider turbines unsightly (picture in Appendix IV on p15.)
Area required by a wind farm, Cape Wind:
http://offshorewindwire.com/2012/02/23/capewind‐big‐break/ and Appendix III,
p13) As planned, Cape Wind could deliver approximately 420 MW at peak power
from 130 3.6‐MW turbines occupying roughly 5 square miles (3200 acres). But
average production is estimated at 182 MW (a capacity factor of .43) , enough to
supply about 75% of The Cape’s power needs.
More on bird and bat fatalities: see (ref 8, Chap 7, pp50 & 51)
A US National Research Council study yielded an estimate of 0.95 to 11.67
fatalities/MWh/yr. Songbirds are mainly affected; raptors much less.
Bat fatalities are less studied. Estimated of 0.8 to 4.1 fatalities/MWh/yr and 0.2 to
53.3/MWh/yr have been reported.
Both bird and bat fatalities are species and site specific.
Fatalities from other human activities (e.g. vehicles, buildings, windows,
transmission lines, communication towers, house cats, pollution) are orders of
magnitude greater than fatalities from wind turbines.
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See also ref. 6 pp 111‐114 and ref. 10.
Advantages and Disadvantages Peculiar to Offshore Wind:
Because many of the major wind resources in NE are offshore, it is important to
understand the special features of offshore wind farms. See Appendix VII, p19 for
special adaptations to turbines required by harsh offshore conditions.
Advantages:
• Winds are stronger and steadier offshore.
• Wind shear (see Glossary) is lower offshore, so good wind can be captured at
lower elevations.
• Turbines can be larger owing to sea vs. land transport of large turbine
components. This offers greater efficiency and economy of scale.
• The outstanding wind resources off southern NE and Cape Cod are near
major load centers like Boston reducing extra transmission needs.
• Offshore installation offers the large areas necessary for commercial wind
farms and they are not literally in anybody’s back yard.
Disadvantages:
• Equipment designed to survive the hostile offshore environment is more
expensive. (See Appendix VII, p19)
• Offshore technology is less mature than onshore technology.
• Original equipment, installation, and maintenance are more expensive
offshore, by a factor of 2 to 3.
• For these reasons offshore power will be more expensive, at least until
equipment and installation costs are amortized.
• Hurricanes of category 3 or greater may threaten current turbine designs.
(ref. 11)
• Financing costs are higher offshore owing to higher perceived risks. See
Appendix VII, p19.
The US Departments of Energy and Commerce have focused on the high potential of
offshore wind and the unique obstacles it must overcome in a 2011 study of steps to
a strong US offshore wind industry with 10 GW of installed capacity at $0.10/kWh
by 2020 and 54 GW at $0.07/kWh by 2030. (ref. 12)
The Technology of Wind Power:
See Appendix V, page 15.
Permitting and Public Opposition:
Process:
A bill designed to streamline the local permitting process while maintaining
local control (See Daily Hampshire Gazette, Wed. Sept 7, Cities and Towns Section,
“State considers new wind power process”.) was referred for study by a joint
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legislative committee on 24 Jan 2012. This is likely to kill the proposal for the
current legislative session.
Cape Wind (CW):
This 130‐turbine, 468 MW offshore facility, to be located on about 5 square
miles of Horseshoe Shoal in Nantucket Sound, was proposed in 2001. (Owing to
cable and transformer losses and station service load the maximum deliverable net
capacity would be approximately 420 MW.) As the first proposed US offshore wind
farm, it has had to pioneer every step of a multi‐step permitting process.
However, ISO New England declined Cape Wind’s bid to enter the 2015‐2016
capacity market. Thus, “The ISO and its consultants…have determined that it is
unlikely that the project will achieve Commercial Operation by the start of the 2015‐
2016 Capacity Commitment Period.” On the bright side, National Grid has entered
into a long‐term power purchase agreement (PPA) for 50% of CW’s power (ref. 13)
and Northeast Utilities/NSTAR have recently agreed to purchase 27.5% under a 15‐
year contract (ref 14). This leaves 22.5% of Cape Wind power without a PPA.
Culminating a long series of FAA determinations and legal appeals by
opposition groups, the Federal Aviation Administration issued its fourth
determination of “No Hazzard” on 8/12/2012 removing the last federal hurdle to
the project.
Health Effects of Wind Turbines:
A citizens coalition called Windwise Massachusetts has proposed a statewide
moratorium on construction of “industrial” wind turbines until potential health
effects are studied. A panel of independent experts, commissioned by the
Commonwealth, after surveying the relevant literature and studying possible health
effects in detail, reported in Jan.2012, “That there is no evidence for a set of health
effects…that could be characterized as ‘Wind Turbine Syndrome.’” (ref. 15)
Windwise has rejected these findings. (ref. 16)
Tax Credits:
Federal Production tax credit (ref. 3, 17, 18):
This 2.2‐cent/kWh credit for the
first 10 years of a facility’s operation is critical to the viability of new wind facilities
and is currently scheduled to end at the end of 2012. Wind development has been
sensitive to this subsidy that was originally enacted as apart of the Energy Policy Act
of 1992 and been allowed to lapse three times. As of Oct 2012 Congress had taken
no action on renewal. A time plot of installed wind power in Massachusetts (below)
shows slowing growth in 2012. The rate of growth will need to increase
substantially for the state to meet its 2020 goal of 2,000 MW of installed wind
power.
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MA Renewable Energy Credits (RECs): (ref 19)
A certified producer in the Commonwealth earns one REC for every MWh of wind
energy produced according to MA renewable portfolio standards (RPS). These REC’s
are monitored and traded through the New England Generation Information System
(NE‐GIS). For example, a power generator that sells power in MA but falls short of
the state‐mandated percentage of renewable energy can purchase RECs at periodic
auctions to compensate.
Conclusions:
The latitude of Massachusetts and its high percentage of cloudy weather combined
with inherent high costs make large‐scale commercial solar energy impractical at
this time. The vast area required by large‐scale biomass cultivation, combined with
the rough New England topography, are severe limitations. There are no currently
accessible geothermal resources in New England, local hydropower is fully
exploited, and tidal power is an immature technology. Thus, wind is the sole large
renewable energy resource in New England. Wind is readily scalable; but owing to
the diffuse nature of wind resources, commercial wind farms require large areas
and can be expected to meet substantial public opposition. For this reason, and
because the best wind resources by far are there, offshore locations are the “sweet
spot” for wind in Massachusetts and the rest of Southern New England.
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Appendix I – Wind Projects in Massachusetts:
The US Department of Energy (DOE) website for wind projects,
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http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/newengland/projects.asp, reveals
substantial interest in wind energy in Massachusetts. The following data were
compiled from a table that lists 74 Massachusetts wind projects. (Consulted
10/13/12, last update not listed.)

Status
Operating
In construction
Permitted
Seeking permits
In development

Number
35
11
4
9
13

Total Maximum Power
52.8 MW
39.3 MW
472.5 MW
53.0 MW
16.8 MW

Even permitted facilities, which include the 476 MW Cape Wind, may be delayed by
lawsuits and possibly never built.
The Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (DOER) lists the
following data as of 10/1/2012 (ref. 15).
Wind – Installed 61 MW (goal by 2020 is 2,000 MW)
Solar ‐ Installed 162 MW (goal by 2017 is 250 MW)
The 61 MW figure is more up‐to‐date than the US DOE figure of 52.8 MW.

Appendix II –Massachusetts Offshore Wind Resources (ref. 6)
Figure B12, Appendix B, p66 shows a 50 meter offshore wind map.
Go to http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/images/windmaps/ma_50m_800.jpg
Wind speed increases with elevation about the land or sea surface (see “wind shear”
in the Glossary). 50 m in the caption of the offshore map below refers to an elevation
of 50 meters (164 ft) above the sea surface. In practice, turbines would be taller
than this and thus would sample stronger wind.
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Massachusetts Onshore Wind Resources (Appendix II cont.)
See http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/windmaps/‐ Maps & data
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Figure 0‐1 from New England Wind Integration Study, commissioned by ISO New
England, final report, December 5, 2010 (NEWIS) Go to http://www.iso‐
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ne.com/pubs/index.html, and search for NEWIS final report or for NEWIS executive
summary. (accessed 2/25/2012)
Active and Planned New England Wind Projects 2010 (below)

Appendix III – Power Density of a Wind Facility
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Assumptions and formula from David J. C. MacKay, “Sustainable Energy Without the
Hot Air”, UIT, Cambridge, UK 2009, http://www.withouthotair.com/.
Wind II, P163
ρ = density of air = 1.3 kg/m3
d = turbine diameter (m)
distance between turbines = 5dc
v = wind velocity (m/s)
assumed turbine efficiency = 50%
The question of optimum spacing is not settled, and some research suggests that it
may be a high as 15d (J Meyers & C. Meneveau, Wind Energy, 14 April 2011, doi:
10.1002/we.469 and
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/print/article/2011/05/wind‐
farm‐could‐gain‐from‐wider‐turbine‐spacing )
c

Calculation of theoretical power per unit area of a wind farm:
(power/turbine)/(area/turbine) = [(1/2)ρv3(π/8)d2]/(5d)2 = πρv3/200 =
(1.02x10‐2)v3
The units are watts per square meter, W/m2.
To convert W/m2 to MW/acre, multiply W/m2 by 4.05x10‐3
If spacing between turbines is kept at five times turbine diameter, power density
will be formally independent of turbine diameter. (However, larger turbines will
normally sample wind at a greater height and encounter greater wind speed thereby
generating more power.) This formula yields the data below.
Wind speed
m/s
miles/hr
6
13.4
8
18
9
20.1
10
22.4

Power density
W/m2
MW/acre
2.21
8.95x10‐3
5.22
5.22x10‐2
7.44
3.10x10‐2
10.2
4.13x10‐2

(1 m/s = 2.237 miles/hr)
If, as noted above in note c on p13, the optimum distance between turbines is larger
than 5 times the turbine diameter, true energy density will be lower than this
estimate.
Cape Wind, an example:
• 130 turbines, each 3.6 MW nameplate capacity
• Total nameplate capacity 468 MW
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•
•
•

Estimated maximum deliverable power after cable and transformer losses
and station service load is 420 MW
Estimated average deliverable power 182 MW
This is about 75% of Cape cod demand.

Appendix IV – Aggregation of wind farms smooths total power output.
The output of all German wind plants, red curve below, p3, is smoother than that of
a single turbine (blue) or a smaller group of wind plants (yellow) (ref. 8, Chap 7,
p34.). Turbines in widely separate locations are unlikely to be becalmed at the same
time. Nor are they likely to be generating at full capacity at the same time.

Appendix V – The Technology of Wind Power
Technology Summary:
Principles governing wind turbine operation are well understood, and
turbine design is relatively advanced. Nevertheless, substantial gains in efficiency of
large commercial wind facilities are expected in the future, see “Potential future cost
and efficiency gains”, below. Energy available in the wind rises as the cube of wind
velocity. This means that as wind velocity doubles, wind energy increases eightfold,
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see figure below. Thus, it is critical to locate turbines at sites of strong sustained
wind, a factor favoring offshore facilities.
Extracting energy from wind (http://www.nrel.gov/learning/re_wind.html ):
“A blade acts much like an airplane wing. When the wind blows, a pocket of
low‐pressure air forms on the downwind side of the blade. The low‐pressure air
pocket then pulls the blade toward it, causing the rotor to turn. This is called lift. The
force of the lift is actually much stronger than the wind's force against the front side
of the blade, which is called drag. The combination of lift and drag causes the rotor
to spin like a propeller, and the turning shaft spins a generator to make electricity.”

Figure. A horizontal, three‐blade, upwind turbine. The blades are located on
the upwind side of the pylon. The wind is blowing from right to left from the viewer
to the turbine.
Turbine design:
Turbines have grown larger to typically 1.5 to 2.5 MW for onshore and 2.5 to
5 MW or more for offshore turbines. Experiments with many configurations have
converged on the horizontal upwind 3‐blade design (see above). Wind energy
potential increases as the cube of wind speed, and turbine design is honed to work
efficiently to fit the expected site conditions. A conceptual power curve is shown
below.
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Power Versus Wind Speed (Fig 2‐8 from Ref. 7, p 31)
Typical specs for new turbines in 2006‐7 (Ref. 7, pp30, 31, 34):
• cut‐in speed
5.36 m/s (12.0 mph)
• maximum power at
12 to 14 m/s (27‐31 mph)
• cut‐out speed:
22 to 25 m/s (50‐ 56 mph)
• efficiency:
0.50 (Betz limit is 0. 59)
• availability
95%
Specs for GE’s newest large offshore‐design turbine, the 4.1‐113 model (GE wind
energy home page, http://www.ge‐energy.com/wind .):
Direct‐drive, slow rotation design to obviate gearbox failures, once‐a‐year
maintenance cycle with maximized insitu repair
• Rated capacity
4.1 MW
• Cut‐in wind speed 3.5 m/s (7.8 mph)
• Cut‐out wind speed 25 m/s (56 mph)
• Rated wind speed 14 m/s (31 mph)
• Rotor diameter
113 m
A 2011 IPCC study (ref. 8) states,
“…modern wind turbines have nearly reached the theoretical maximum of
aerodynamic efficiency, with the coefficient of performance rising from 0.44 in the
1980’s to about 0.50 by the mid 2000’s. The value of 0.50 is near the practical limit
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dictated by the drag of aerofoils and the Lancaster‐Betz theoretical limit of 0.593”
(ref. 5 Chap 7, p23) (The coefficient of performance is the fraction of total energy in
the wind that is extracted by a wind turbine.)
Potential future cost and efficiency gains:
The recent IPCC Report, (ref. 8, Table 7.3, Chap 7, p59) summarizes areas of
expected innovation and estimated energy generation efficiency and cost benefits.
The baseline is 2002. A more up‐to‐date baseline would yield more modest benefits.
Totals from Table 7.3 are given below.
Expected Improvement relative to 2002(totals from ref. 8, Chap 7, p59, Table
7.3):
• Energy Production, % (best/expected/least)
+61/+45/+21
• Turbine investment cost, % (best/expected/least) ‐36/‐10/+21
Owing to the relative immaturity of offshore technology, larger gains are expected
for offshore than for onshore applications.
Appendix VI – Installed Wind Power Generating Capacity 9/30/2011
Go to http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/wind_installed_capacity.asp for
yearly installed wind capacity maps and other wind information and statistics.
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Appendix VII – Special Adaptations for Offshore Wind Installations:
See A National Offshore Wind Strategy: Creating an Offshore Wind Energy
Industry in the United States, Feb 2011, US DOE,
http://www.awea.org/learnabout/offshore/index.cfm , see useful links.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tower strengthening to withstand wave loading
Pressurization of nacelle
Environmental controls to protect drive train and electrical components
from corrosive sea spray
Upgraded electrical systems
Personnel access platform and service crane
Enhanced condition monitoring system (CMS)
Automatic bearing lubrication system
Higher finance costs owing to higher perceived risk

Appendix VIII – Glossary
Capacity factor – Energy generated over a specified time (e.g. one year) divided by
the energy that would have been generated over the same period if the turbine had
produced at full capacity for the entire period. For wind farms, this is typically from
0.20 to 0.40.
CW – Cape Wind, proposed 468 MW offshore wind farm on Horseshoe Shoal in
Nantucket Sound
DPU – Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities
Efficiency (turbine efficiency) – The fraction of wind kinetic energy passing through
the turbine that is converted to electric power. The theoretical Lancaster‐Betz
efficiency limit is 0.59. Many modern turbines have efficiencies near 0.50.
Drag – The force exerted by the wind pushing on the front of a turbine blade. See lift
below. Works with lift (see below) to cause a turbine to turn.
Demand resource – a load, which a customer, for a fee, agrees in advance to reduce
or turn off when requested by the operator of the electric grid in a power
emergency. In New England, the operator is ISO‐NE
GHG – greenhouse gas, a gas in the atmosphere that absorbs outgoing infrared
radiation causing the atmosphere to warm, e.g. carbon dioxide.
ISONew England (ISONE) – ISO stands for “independent service operator”. OSO‐NE
is a private non‐profit corporation created in 1997 to oversee New England’s
electric power system and bulk power grid. It also administers the wholesale
electricity market in NE and plans and ensures development of the grid that
distributes New England’s bulk electric power to meet future needs.
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Levelized cost ‐ the lifetime cost of a generating system per unit energy. It includes
upstream costs like environmental studies and financing but no downstream costs
like delivery costs, sometimes called lifetime cost
Lift – The force that results from low‐pressure air on the backside of a turbine blade
that has the effect of “pulling” the blade toward it. Lift and drag (see above)
combine to make the turbine turn. Lift is the dominant force.
Load – consumption of power from the electric grid
Nacelle – A housing atop the pylon that houses the gears and electric generator of a
wind turbine. See the figure on p5 above.
Nameplate capacity (rated capacity) – the maximum power a turbine is designed to
generate. Normally, turbines operate below this level; but in very strong wind, a
turbines power will rise to its rated power and no further. In this limit, feathering
the turbine blades as wind speed changes controls power.
Upwind design – placement of turbine blades on the windward side of the pylon.
Pylon – The tower that supports the nacelle and blades of a wind turbine.
Rated power – See nameplate capacity.
Renewable energy certificate (REC) – For each MW of power a generator produces by
a method that meets criteria for renewable power generation as specified by the
Massachusetts Renewable Portfolio Standards, one REC is earned.
Renewable portfolio standard (RPS) – Specifications that define what is renewable
energy. Both fuel and method of generation may be specified. Massachusetts has its
own renewable portfolio standards that define renewable energy like wind, solar
and biomass.
Wind shear – the reduction in wind speed as the surface is approached from aloft.
This is most pronounces onshore, thus pylon need to be tall to capture good wind.
This is not so important offshore.

